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Diagrams and instructions for folding Yami Yamauchi's Square Spinner folded from a rectangle, plus pre-

printed spiral and color-changing graphics.
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About Bennett Arnstein

Ratings & Reviews

2 Reviews


Jul 15, 2016

I think the one star review might not understand the nature of this book. All the graphics are black and white,

true, but when you fold and spin them (or at least three of them) they appear to be printed in color instead. It's a

classic optical illusion, and a great way to demonstrate it. My kids found it very entertaining - both the color

changing patterns and the spiral ones. My one critique was that page 5 is badly misaligned, but it's not a big

deal since there are over a dozen other designs to pick from.

by Ali Crockett
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Sep 24, 2013

This is a big, fat rip-o�. There are no color-changing graphics in this book; it is completely black and white. The

diagrams for the spinners themselves are available FOR FREE on Yami Yamauchi's web page here:

http://www.spitenet.com/origami/yami.shtml There are pictures and a video on Mr. Yamauchi's site that show

the spinners with COLOR, and also link to Lulu and this page. This book is not what it says it is. Don't buy it.

by llarken811
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